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Genus CR Femoral Component
Design, Sizes and Dimensions 

Single Radius Design

The Genus CR Femoral Component bearing surface 
features a single radius of curvature designed to keep 
collateral ligaments tension constant during flexion/
extension.

Distal and Posterior condyles have the same thickness: 
8mm.

3° Posterior Condyles inclination

Posterior condyles have a posterior inclination of 3°. 
This design feature leads to several advantages:

• Improves flexion. 

• Increases the surface contact in high flexion. 

• Increases Implant fixation strength. 

Sizes

The Genus CR Femoral Component is available in 7 
progressively growing sizes.

Genus CR Femoral Component Dimensions

SIZE M-L A-P

1 60 34.8

2 63 37.8

3 66.2 41

4 69.5 44.4

5 73 48

6 76.7 51.8

7 80.5 55.8
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Optimized Curvature Design

The Genus PS femoral Component incorporates the same 
design features as the Genus CR, with one important difference: 
the curvature of the bearing surface has been optimized 
aiming at compensating the flexion joint space opening and the 
consequent instability observed when the PCL is sacrificed (1).

As a consequence the Genus PS femoral component posterior 
condyles are 2.5mm thicker Vs the Genus CR ones.

Genus PS Femoral Component Dimensions

SIZE M-L A-P C

1 60 34.8 16
2 63 37.8 16
3 66.2 41 18
4 69.5 44.4 18
5 73 48 20
6 76.7 51.8 20
7 80.5 55.8 22

PS and CR Femoral Components Compatibility

Genus CR and PS Femoral components of similar sizes share the same A/P and M/L 
dimensions. Therefore they are 100% interchangeable.

Genus PS components increased posterior condyles thickness and optimized bearing surface 
curve does not prevent interchangeability with the CR component.

(1) William M. Mihalko and others – Posterior Cruciate ligaments effects on the flexion space in TKA” – Clinical 
Orthopaedics and related research – 1999 – Number 360 – pp. 243-250

Sizes

The Genus PS Femoral Component is available in 7 progressively growing sizes.

Genus PS Femoral Component
Design, Sizes and Dimensions 
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NOTE: The Genus Tensor must be used with Genus knee prosthesis instruments only. 
The instrument is compatible with all surgical technique options currently available. 

Genus Tensor

The Genus TENSOR has been designed to allow ligamentous balancing, correction of possible 
joint deformities and knee alignment. Femoral preparation can be performed at Surgeon discretion 
using either an endo-medullary or an extra-medullary reference.

The extra-medullary surgical tecnique allows to avoid all complications associated with medullary 
canal invasion, and it can be selected also when the medullary canal is not accessible due to 
osteo-synthetic hardware still in situ, presence of long hip stems and/or because of particular 
congenital or post-traumatic deformities.

The Genus TENSOR can be used as a:

• Knee Balancer Instrument. To help the Operator to balance and align the knee in the most 
accurate and precise way possible.

• Femoral Component positioning instrument. To help performing distal femoral resection, 
selecting the correct femoral component rotation and size without any medullary canal violation. 

For these reasons the Genus Tensor can be considered as a real Mechanical Navigator for knee 
replacement surgery.

INTRODUCTION
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Instrument Assembly

Before surgery, the Genus Tensor must be assembled with the sets of left or right paddles according 
to the side requiring surgery. 

NOTE: The particular shape of the Genus 
Tensor’s paddles allows the joint gaps check 
in extension, also with the extentensor 
mechanism anatomically reduced. 

Tensor Main BodyRight Paddle

Left Paddle
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Instrument features

The Genus Tensor consists of the following main components:

• Lower tibial paddle. It is connected to a rail placed on the instrument main body. The lower 
paddle can move away or get closer to the upper paddle. The lower paddler is also connected 
to a spring which allows to measure the distraction force. The instrument will also show the 
distance existing  between the two paddles.

Genus Tensor with retracted (A) and distracted (B) paddles 

A B

• Upper femoral plate, which can rotate around its median axis. The surgeon will be able to 
lock the upper plate rotation in the desired position.

Genus Tensor Paddles parallel (A) and rotated (B)

A B
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• Main body (extra-articular components), with the following features:

- Trigger, allows to move the lower paddle;

- Upper sled, on which the optional devices (femoral component sizer, and guide for extra-
medullary distal cut) can be assembled;

- Front locking screw, which allows to lock in position the upper plate;

- Graded reading scales, to measure spaces, rotations, and distraction force.

Rotation

Space

Force

On the Genus Tensor it’s possible to assemble some optional devices such as the distal femoral 
cutting block or the femoral component sizer.

Optional 
devices

Upper sled
Front 
locking screwTrigger
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Distal femoral and proximal 
tibial osteotomies

POSTERIOR REFERENCE FEMORAL MEASUREMENT 

The Genus tensor can be used to control 
the joint gaps equivalence in extension 
and flexion and that tibial and femoral 
osteotomies are perfectly parallel. 

After having exposed the joint in the most 
convenient way and having eliminated any 
osteophytes, execute the tibial and femoral 
osteotomies using the standard Genus 
instruments.
For further details refer to the specific 
Genus surgical tecnique.
Genus Tensor offers the option of allowing 
to resect the distal femur without violating 
the femoral canal. For further deails, please 
check this Surgical Technique dedicated 
section. 

After the tibia has been resected 
using standard technique, the knee is 
maintained in extension, and the Genus 
Tensor is inserted with the two plates 
united.
The joint is then distracted using the 
appropriate force as described in the 
previous paragraph.

(*) - P. Esteerbeck and others; Effects of the 
Balanced Gap Technique on Femoral Component 
Rotation in TKA – CORR 2009 Apr; 467(4): 
1015–1022
- T. Matsumoto and others: Soft-tissue balancing 
in total knee arthroplasty: cruciate-retaining 
versus posterior-stabilised, and measured-
resection versus gap technique. Int Orthop. 2014 
Mar;38(3):531-7

NOTE: It is advisable to apply a 15-20 kg 
force as reported in the literature (*)

Using the Genus Tensor to perform the distal femoral resection
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The distal cutting block is then connected 
to the Genus Tensor using the appropriate 
dovetail connection. (A;B) 

A

B

The operator is able to control the correct alignment of the distal femoral 
cut using a connector and an extramedullary alignment bar that simulates 
the mechanical axis of the knee joint. 

The distal femoral cutting block is then 
attached to the bone using three pins. 
The Genus Tensor is removed and the 
distal femoral resection is performed 
with the knee in flexion.

NOTE: After distal femoral 
resection, it is advisable to extend 
the limb again, then to apply the 
Genus Tensor to distract the joint, 
and to record the width of the joint 
gap that appears on the “no insert” 
scale on the left hand side of the 
instrument.
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Extension Gap symmetry check

After having performed tha proximal tibial and distal femoral osteotomies, the Genus Tensor 
can be used to check the extension Gap. Verify that the paddles are completely retracted, then 
introduce them in the joint space with the knee in full extension.
Press the trigger to distract the joint and gradually tighten the soft tissues.

The distraction force can be adjusted 
between a minimum of 0 Kg and a maximum 
of 40kg. The applied force can be read on 
the visible scale located on the right hand 
side of the instrument. 

(*) - P. Esteerbeck and others; Effects of the Balanced 
Gap Technique on Femoral Component Rotation in 
TKA – CORR 2009 Apr; 467(4): 1015–1022
- T. Matsumoto and others: Soft-tissue balancing 
in total knee arthroplasty: cruciate-retaining versus 
posterior-stabilised, and measured-resection versus 
gap technique. Int Orthop. 2014 Mar;38(3):531-7

NOTE: It is advisable to apply a 15-20 kg 
force as reported in the literature (*)
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The Surgeon will be able to check the angle between the paddles on the scale at the center of the 
instrument:

Rotation = 0° Rotation ≠ 0°

In this case the Genus Tensor confirms 
that the osteotomies are perfectly 
parallel, which means that an optimal 
ligamentous balance has been achieved 
and the extension gap is rectangular.

In this case the Genus Tensor confirms 
that there is an asymmetry between the 
medial and lateral compartment. The 
joint is not balanced and the extension 
gap is trapezoidal.

NOTE: In case of asymmetric extension gap, the Surgeon must evaluate whether to correct it, taking 
in consideration the following points:

• Make sure that no osteophytes were interfering with the soft tissue during the tightening phase; 

• It is advisable to double check and confirm that the tibial and femoral osteotomies have been 
correctly esecuted in order to rule out any bone planes mis-alignment.

 
In order to rebalance the joint, the Surgeon will evaluate whether to act on soft tissues with a ligamentous 
release until the desired joint balance is reached.
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Extension gap dimension measure 

The size of the joint gap (in mm) can be read 
on the scale located on the left hand side of 
the instrument («NO INSERT» scale). 

When evaluating joint space size it is important to consider the total thickness of the implant, as 
shown below:

NOTE: In case the extension gap extension would be smaller than the implant one with lower polyethyle-
ne thickness (18 mm total), a bone re-cut (distal femoral or tibial) should be considered.

* This particular thickness is available only for the Genus HPS 
mobile insert

Genus Tibial 
Polyethylene 
thickness (X)

Total prosthesis thickness 
in extension (A) same 
for CR & PS femoral 

components

10 mm 18 mm

12 mm 20 mm

14 mm 22 mm

17 mm 25 mm

20 mm 28 mm

24 mm* 32 mm

X A
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Femoral rotation assessment

Tensor Paddles are shaped in order to allow for rotation evaluation also with the extensor 
mechanism anatomically reduced.

With the knee in a 90° flexion position, the 
Genus Tensor is inserted into the joint space 
with the two paddles united.

Anatomically 
reduced 
Patella

NOTE: During the distraction phase it is 
important to lift the thigh in order to prevent 
the latter wheight from altering the amount 
of force detected by the Genus Tensor.

Press the trigger applying the same 
distraction force used during extension 
evaluation. 

Upper plate rotation 
locking screw

At this point the surgeon verifies the angle between the two paddles. This angle represent the 
degrees of external rotation the femoral component will need to have in order to achieve a perfectly 
symmetrical flexion gap once osteotomies will be performed.

A front screw allows to lock the upper plate  
rotation in order to «REGISTER»  the femoral 
rotation degrees detected with the anatomically 
reduced patella.
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Femoral rotation assessment

The surgeon can then dislocate the patella and distract 
the joint again.

The femoral rotation will be the same «REGISTERED» 
before by thightening the front screw. 

Assemble onto the sled the Tensor PR 
femoral sizer, making sure to put it in 
perfect contact with the distal femoral 
osteotomy surface.

The surgeon will have the possibility to verify 
the correspondence of the femoral rotation 
shown on the instrument with the Whiteside 
line through the window on the PR Femoral 
Sizer.

To modify the rotation, the surgeon can unlock 
the front screw, and manually reposition the 
upper plate in the appropriate position.

Then the surgeon must lock the front screw 
again, in order to maintain the chosen rotation.
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The arrow on the graduated scale on the «NO 
INSERT» column indicates the flexion joint 
space measured by the Genus Tensor BEFORE 
the resection of the posterior condyles.

To calculate the final joint flexion space AFTER 
the resection of the posterior condyles, 8 mm 
must be added to the value shown on the 
graduated scale

Example:

Gap on the «NO INSERT» scale: 
10 mm

Gap obtained after the femoral resections: 
18 mm (10 mm + 8 mm)

Being able to calculate the final flexion space before the resections has the advantage of offering 
the possibility to modify the cuts and achieve an optimal flexion space, as shown below:

While evaluating of the flexion gap, it is important to consider the total thickness of the implant, as 
shown below:

* Thickness available only for Genus HPS mobile insert

Genus implant 
polyethylene 
thickness (X)

Total implant thickness in 
flexion CR Femoral Comp.   

(B)

Total implant thickness in 
flexion PS Femoral Comp.  

(C)

10 mm 18 mm 20,5 mm

12 mm 20 mm 22,5 mm

14 mm 22 mm 24,5 mm

17 mm 25 mm 27,5 mm

20 mm 28 mm 30,5 mm

24 mm* 32 mm NOT AVAILABLE

X B C
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Tensor PR Femoral Sizer description and placement

Tensor PR femoral sizer features a ring which allows to move the reference holes used to position 
the 4-in-1 cutting blocks either anteriorly or posteriorly. This option provides the surgeon with the 
possibility to millimetrically adjust the femoral bone resections if necessary.

The surgeon must verify to have the sizer set to «0» before starting the procedure.

Anterior/Posterior translation ring

At the beginning of 
the procedure the 
scale should be set 
on «0».

Flexion space adjustment

By subtracting from the thickness of the prosthesis the space obtained after the posterior femoral 
resections, one of the following options could have place:

CALCULATED SPACE = PROSTHESIS 
THICKNESS

This means that the flexion space perfectly 
matches the size of the chosen implant (femur 
+ tibia). 

The surgeon won’t have to make any further 
changes, meaning that the adjustment ring will 
remain set to «0».
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CALCULATED SPACE > PROSTHESIS 
THICKNESS

This means that there could be a flexion laxity 
after the prosthesis will be implanted.
Therefore It may be advisable to reduce the 
flexion space. 

To do so, the surgeon can use the adjustment 
ring to move the measurer backwards and 
reduce the amount of bone removed from the 
posterior condyles. The available range goes 
between 0mm and -4mm. 

CALCULATED SPACE < PROSTHESIS 
THICKNESS

This means that the implant will be too thight in 
flexion. 
Therefore It may be advisable to increase the 
flexion space.

To do so, the surgeon can use the adjustment 
ring to move the measurer forward and increase 
the amount of bone removed from the posterior 
condyles. The available range goes between 
0mm up 4mm.
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Femural component sizing

The femural component sizing may be carried out using the measuring probe, or simply using the 
angel wing instrument.

FEMURAL MEASURING PROBE

Position the probe on the antero-lateral 
cortical bone.
The size will be displayed on the upper part 
of the probe in correspondence with an 
incision.

ANGEL WING INSTRUMENT

Insert the angel wing instrument in the PR 
sizer slot corresponding with the size which 
is closest to the anterior femural cortex 
without touching it.

Once the femural size has 
been selected, make the 
reference holes using the 
dedicated drill, and insert 
the corresponding 4 in 1 
cutting block.
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Press the trigger during flexion to apply the same force used during extension.

In this case the Genus Tensor confirms 
that the osteotomies are perfectly 
parallel, which means that an optimal 
ligamentous balance and a rectangular 
flexion space have been achieved.

In this case the Genus Tensor confirms 
that there is an asymmetry between the 
medial and lateral compartment. The 
flexion space is trapezoidal and the joint 
is not balanced.

Flexion gap symmetry check

Once the femoral resections have been carried out, the Surgeon can verify that the tibial and 
the posterior femural condyle osteotomies are parallel, by checking that the angular scale on the 
Genus Tensor indicates «0°».

NOTE: During the distraction phase it is important to lift the thigh in order to prevent the latter weight 
from altering the amount of force detected by the Genus Tensor.

Rotation = 0° Rotation ≠ 0°

NOTE: In case of asymmetric extension gap, the Surgeon must evaluate whether to correct it, taking 
in consideration the following points:

• Make sure that no osteophytes were interfering with the soft tissue during the tightening phase; 

• It is advisable to double check and confirm that the tibial and femoral osteotomies have been 
correctly esecuted in order to rule out any bone planes mis-alignment.

 
In order to rebalance the joint, the Surgeon will evaluate whether to act on soft tissues with a ligamentous 
release until the desired joint balance is reached.
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CODE DESCRIPTION
Number Of 

Pieces

IC90140 COVER INSTR. TRAY GENUS TENSOR PR 1

IC90141 GENUS TENSOR PR INSTR. TRAY 1

KG15100 GENUS TENSOR INSTRUMENT 1

KG19600 GENUS TENSOR RIGHT FEMORAL PADDLE 1

KG19700 GENUS TENSOR LEFT FEMORAL PADDLE 1

KG19800 GENUS TENSOR RIGHT TIBIAL PADDLE 1

KG19900 GENUS TENSOR LEFT TIBIAL PADDLE 1

KG56200 GENUS TENSOR PR FEMORAL SIZER 1

KG56700 GENUS TENSOR PR PROBE 1

KG24800 GENUS TENSOR DISTAL FEMORAL CUTTING BLOCK 1

KG24700 GENUS TENSOR DISTAL FEMORAL CUTTING BLOCK CONNECTOR 1

Genus Tensor codes and descriptions
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Notes
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